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Abstract: Significant advances in maximum flow algorithms have changed the relative performance of

various approaches to isotonic regression. If the transitive closure is given then the standard approach used

for L0 (Hamming distance) isotonic regression (finding anti-chains in the transitive closure of the violator

dag), combined with new flow algorithms, gives an L1 isotonic regression algorithm taking Θ̃(n2) time on a

graph of n vertices. The previous fastest was Θ(n3). For points in d-dimensional space with coordinate-wise

ordering, d ≥ 3, L1 regression can be found in o
(
n

3

2

)
time, improving on the previous best of Θ̃(n2 logd n).

Similar results are obtained for Lp approximations, 1 < p < ∞, and for exact L2 regression when the values

and weights are restricted.

Keywords: L1 isotonic regression, Lp monotonic regression, maximum flow, violator graph, Hamming

distance, multidimensional coordinate-wise ordering

1 Introduction

There are many scenarios when one expects that an attribute of objects increases as a function of other at-

tributes. For example, the expected maximum grade level achieved by a child is likely to be an increasing

function of their mother’s maximum grade level and father’s maximum grade level. No assumptions are made

about the relationship between a lower mother’s grade level and higher father’s grade level versus a higher

mother’s grade level and lower father’s. More generally, let V be a set with a partial order ≺, and let f be a

function on V . f is isotonic iff for all u, v ∈ V , if u ≺ v then f(u) ≤ f(v). Thus we expect that the child’s

maximum grade level is an isotonic function of its mother’s maximum grade level and its father’s, but often

the data collected isn’t quite isotonic, so adjustments to it need to be made.

Given arbitrary real-valued functions f, g, and nonnegative weight function w on V and a p where p = 0
or 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, their weighted Lp distance, denoted ||f − g||p, is

∑
v∈V w(v) · 1(f(v) 6= g(v)) p = 0(∑
v∈V w(v) · |f(v)− g(v)|p

)1/p
1 ≤ p < ∞

maxv∈V w(v) · |f(v)− g(v)| p = ∞

L0 is not a true norm and is is also known as the Hamming distance, 0-1 loss, or Kronecker delta loss.

Unweighted function means w(v) = 1 for all v ∈ V . f ′ is an Lp isotonic regression of f iff it minimizes

||f − g||p among all isotonic functions g. Isotonic regressions are unique for 1 < p < ∞, but not necessarily

for p = 0, 1,∞.

Many different terms are applied to various versions of this. For example, in mathematical analyses often

monotonic is used instead of isotonic. L0 isotonic regression is sometimes called monotonic relabeling, and

the distance is also known as Hamming distance, 0-1 distance or 0-1 loss. L1 regression is sometimes called

median regression, the least absolute deviations, or sum of deviations error. The Lp regression error of the

optimal isotonic regression is sometimes called the “distance to monotonicity”, where this term is primarily

used for the L0 distance but is sometimes used for other Lp. L2 is the (sometimes unstated) most common
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norm for isotonic regression. A large number of other terms apply as well. Isotonic regressions are a class of

non-parametric shape-constrained regressions.

The paper concentrates on algorithms, not on any specific application. Some relevant L0 applications

appear in [5, 8, 11, 12, 17, 19, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 40], and for L1 and L2 the applications are far too numerous

to list.

Usually we assume the partial order is given via a dag which is connected (for disconnected ones the

algorithms would be applied on each piece separately), having n vertices and m directed edges. In Section 4

the edges of the dag will not initially be explicit. We assume the weights and values are integers in [0, U ],
though in some cases this assumption isn’t required.

Efficient algorithms for determining isotonic regressions depend on the metric and the underlying dag.

L∞ algorithms are quite different than those for Lp, p < ∞, and won’t be discussed. For linear orders

there are efficient algorithms based on a left-right sweep algorithm known as PAVA, pool adjacent violators

algorithm (violators will be discussed shortly). PAVA has been used for decades, resulting in algorithms taking

Θ(n log n) time for L1 and Θ(n) for L2. The basic ideas can be extended to directed trees. For 2-dimensional

grids the fastest algorithms for L1 and L2 are based on dynamic programming [34, 35]. For more complex

dags the complexity grows significantly.

Here we concentrate on algorithms for the general case, applicable to any dag, though Section 4 discusses

an important special class of dags. The fastest known algorithms utilize variations on maximum flows and

linear programming. Those for L0 use minimum flow algorithms and take Θ(n3) time [12, 30, 31]; for L1

a linear programming approach is used, taking Θ(nm + n2 log n) time [3]; and for L2 a maximum flow

approach is used, taking Θ(nm log(n
2

m )) time [18]. There do not seem to be any published Lp algorithms for

other values of p < ∞, other than approximation algorithms [2, 9, 22, 36, 38].

Recent advances in maximum flow algorithms change some of the relative timing of these approaches,

though under the assumption that the function values and weights are integers. The values and weights will

determine edge capacities in a flow setting. If U is the maximum integer edge capacity then the BLLSSSW

maximum flow algorithm [6] takes Õ
(
m + n

3

2 logU
)

time with high probability, and the Gao-Liu-Peng

algorithm [16] takes Õ
(
m

3

2
−

1

328 logU
)

time. Except for some of the approximation algorithms, the previous

results were worst-case times, but here we consider the BLLSSSW algorithm since it achieves a significantly

faster expected time with high probability. There is intense work in this area, and the wikipedia page [41] is

quickly updated when faster flow algorithms are found.

Throughout we make the standard assumption that U grows at most polynomially with n, i.e., that the

algorithm is pseudo-polynomial. Thus the logU terms in the time analyses of the BLLSSSW and GLP

algorithms become O(log n), and disappear whenever Õ is used. Our results are stated in terms of general

flow algorithms, and then specific times are given when one of the above flow algorithms is used, though

other flow algorithms could be used as well. We use F(n,m,U) to denote the time of the unspecified flow

algorithm for a graph of n vertices, m edges, and maximum edge capacity U . For a dag G we use V(G) to

indicate the time to find a violator dag (defined in Section 2). Here too this is stated in general terms, and then

specific algorithms are referred to.

The overall structure of the approach used is:

• Find L0 monotonic regression with two labels via a flow algorithm on a violator dag. Section 2

• View L0 monotonic regression when there are only two labels as L1 monotonic regression when the

only values are {0, 1}. Section 3.1

• Use {0,1}–valued L1 monotonic regression to determine L1 monotonic regression of arbitrary values.

Section 3.1
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• Use {0,1}–valued L1 regression to find approximations, and in some cases exact values, for Lp mono-

tonic regression, 1 < p < ∞. In particular, exact regressions are found for L2. Section 3.2

We utilize this approach for arbitrary dags, and in Section 4 we exploit special properties of the partial order-

ing of points in d-dimensional space with component-wise ordering. Component-wise ordering (multidimen-

sional ordering, domination) is of significant interest in many applications.

Section 5 has final comments and tables comparing the new algorithms with the fastest prior ones.

2 Background and L0 Isotonic Regression

Many isotonic regression algorithms have descriptions in terms of violating pairs and violator dags. Given

a dag G = (V,E) and a real-valued function f on V , vertices u, v ∈ V are a violating pair if u ≺ v and

f(u) > f(v), i.e., they violate the isotonic requirement. Using u ≺v v to denote that u and v are a violating

pair, it is easy see that ≺v defines a partial order on V . A dag Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê), is a violator dag of G iff V ⊂ V̂
and for any u, v ∈ V there is a path from u to v in Ĝ iff u ≺v v. There may be many violator dags for a given

G and f . For example, if Ĝ has V = V̂ and there is an edge (u, v) ∈ Ê iff there is a path from u to v in

G, then Ĝ is the transitive closure of the violating pairs. The edges of the smallest subgraph of the transitive

closure which is still a violator dag form the transitive reduction. In Section 4 we show that sometimes it is

useful to have V̂ contain additional vertices not in V .

Let V(G) denote the time to create a violator dag for dag G. We leave the algorithm to create the violator

dag unspecified, and then show the time for specific algorithms. This generality will only be used in Section 4,

though might be useful in other circumstances as well. We usually assume that the standard approach is used,

creating the transitive closure of G and then removing edges that are not a violating pair. In this case the

time to create a violator dag for a dag of n vertices and m edges is V(n,m) = O(min{nm,nω}), where ω
is such that matrix multiplication can be computed in O(nω) time. For arbitrary dags of n vertices the best

possible time for finding the transitive closure or the transitive reduction is linear in the time for Boolean

matrix multiplication [1, 13, 14, 26]. There are values of ω < 2.4, but current algorithms achieving this are

galactic. One could use a practical algorithm, such as Strassen’s, for which the time is Θ(nlg 7≈2.81).
For L0, but not L1, the remainder of this section is a rephrasing and condensation of the Background

section of [37], which is based on the work of [12, 25, 29, 32]. The fundamental algorithm for finding an L0

isotonic regression is given in Figure 1, a slightly modified version of a figure in [37]. Note that in L0 there is

no need for a metric on the function or regression values, merely that they are linearly ordered, while for L1

a metric is required.

The role of C in Figure 1 is that any vertices which are an anti-chain (i.e., there are no directed paths

connecting any pair) in Ĝ can be used as vertices where f = f ′, and in fact given any set of vertices D where

f is unchanged they can only be part of an isotonic function if D is an anti-chain. Thus picking an anti-chain

of maximum weight yields an optimal L0 isotonic regression, if the remaining values are chosen to create an

isotonic function. That is what step 3 does: if v has predecessors in C then f ′(v) must be no smaller than

f ′(w) = f(w) for any predecessor of v in C, and similar it must be no larger than f(w) for any successors in

C . Note that if v 6∈ C then v must have successors or predecessors, or both, in C , since otherwise it could be

added to C and increase the anti-chain. There are other possibilities for values of f ′ on V \ C but they aren’t

needed here.

A flow graph is used to find C . This is illustrated in Figure 2, which is copied from [37]. The flow graph

is straightforward to construct from the violator dag Ĝ, replacing each vertex v with a pair vin and vout, with

an edge from vin to vout. There is an edge from wout to vin iff (w, v) is an edge in Ĝ. Edges of the form

(vin, vout) have capacity 1 (or w(v) in the weighted case) and all other edges have weight 0. A minimum flow

is found where the flow on any edge is at least the edge’s requirement, and this is used to find a maximum
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1. Create a violator dag Ĝ = (V, Ê) of G.

2. Find an antichain C of Ĝ of maximum weight, where the weight of C is
∑

v∈C w(v):

(a) Create a flow graph Ĝf from Ĝ.

(b) Find a minimum flow on Ĝf and use this to determine C .

3. Determine an isotonic regression f ′:

f ′(v) =





f(v) v ∈ C
max{f(w) : w ≺ v,w ∈ C} if there is a predecessor of v in C
min{f(w) : v ≺ w,w ∈ C} otherwise

Figure 1: Optimal L0 monotonic relabeling f ′ of label function f on G = (V,E) with order ≺ (see [12, 25,

29, 32])
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Figure 2: Label function on unweighted dag G, one of its violator dags Ĝ, flow graph Ĝf , resulting C

cut C . This is essentially the same as max-flow min-cut, but first one needs to find a feasible flow on Ĝ (one

meeting at each edge’s requirement) and then minimize it. This is done by subtracting the requirement from

the flow, using these values as the capacities on the edges of Ĝ and finding a maximum flow on this, and then

subtracting this maximal flow from the feasible flow to get the final flow.

Further explanation is in [12, 25, 32], but here the important part is that the time is dominated by the time

to create Ĝ, and the minimum flow algorithm. Finding a feasible flow can easily be done using topological

sort, creating an excess of at most nU , where U is the maximum weight on any vertex. Thus the dominating

factor for the flow is the max flow adjustment, F(n̂, m̂, nU). The following theorem places the algorithm for

L0 in this general context, and introduces its relationship to L1 isotonic regression for arbitrary values.

Theorem 1 Given a dag G = (V,E) with weighted function (f,w) on V where the weights are natural

numbers in [0, U ],

i) an L0 isotonic regression can be found in O(V(G) + F(n̂, m̂, nU)) time.

ii) an L1 isotonic regression can be found in O(V(G) + F(n̂, m̂, nU) log n) time.

Claim i) was proven above, and ii) will be shown in Section 3.1.

If the violator dag is created by determining the transitive closure then V(G) = O(min{nm,nω}),and

m̂ may be
(n
2

)
even when the number of edges in G is n − 1 (consider a linear order where the values are in
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decreasing order). Thus when the transitive closure approach is used the worst-case time over all dags with n
vertices is O(nω + F(n,

(
n
2

)
, nU)). If the BLLSSSW flow algorithm is used then for both regressions:

a) if the violator dag constructed is via the standard transitive closure approach then the total time is

Õ(min{nm,nω}), with the worst-case time over all dags of n vertices being Θ(nω).

b) if a violator dag is given then the expected time is Õ(m̂+ n̂1.5), with the worst-case expected time over

all dags of n vertices being Õ(n2) (this assumes that there are dags of n vertices for which every violator

dag has Ω(n2) edges)

Previous results only showed that an L0 isotonic regression can be found in Θ(n3) time even when a violator

dag was given [12, 30, 31]. An L1 isotonic regression algorithm taking Θ(nm + n2 log n) time appeared

in [3], which takes Θ(n3) time in the worst-case over all dags of n vertices.

Note that if m̂ is very close to n̂ then the GLP algorithm might be faster than the BLLSSW algorithm.

This fact is exploited in Section 4.

3 Partitioning

It has been noted that when there are only 2 labels L0 isotonic regression is the same as L1 isotonic regression

when the values are in {0, 1}, and thus a way of determining an L0 isotonic regression in this case is by using

an L1 isotonic regression algorithm. Here we reverse that. We start with the L0 approach of building a violator

dag then finding a flow and use that to construct L1 regression where the function values are in {0, 1}. Then

we use partitioning to find L1 regressions for weighted functions with arbitrary values.

3.1 L1 Isotonic Regression

In this section we prove claim ii) of Theorem 1.

To expand to an L1 algorithm for arbitrary values, not just binary ones, we use an observation in [35] (and

essentially in [18]). Suppose no values of f are in (a, b), a < b. Create a new weighted function g on V where

g(v) = a if f(v) ≤ a, and g(v) = b if f(v) ≥ b. The weight at v is the same as its original weight, w(v).
There is always an L1 optimal isotonic regression where the regression values are the initial function values,

so there is an optimal regression g′ of g where every value of g′ is a or b. Further, [35] showed that for any

such g′, there is an L1 isotonic regression f ′ of f , where f ′(v) ≤ a if g′(v) = a, and f ′(v) ≥ b if g′(v) = b.
Using the original weights as the weights in the binary regression represents the increase in error that would

occur if g(v) = a but g′(v) = b. In this case [g′(v)−f(v)] − [g(v)−f(v)] is b− a, so the error increased by

(b− a)w(v). The same is true if g(v) = b but g′(v) = a. Since the change in errors is always proportional to

b− a we can divide by that term and minimize the increase in error by using the original weights. This is just

weighted {0, 1}-valued L1 regression shifted, so here it is just referred to as {0, 1}-valued L1 regression.

Let Va be the vertices where g′ = a and Vb the vertices where it is b, and let Ga = (Va, Ea) and Gb =
(Vb, Eb), where Ea contains those edges with both endpoints in Va, and similarly for Eb. Edges with one

endpoint in a and the other in b are discarded. No vertex of Vb precedes any vertex of Va, and the final

regression values of each set only depend on the weighted function values in that set, so the regressions on

Ga and Gb can be computed independently.

The way this is applied is that the initial a and b values are the medians of the original function values

(if there are 2 medians), or a is the median and b the smallest value larger than a. Then Ga is partitioned

using the first quartile of the original function values (in increasing order) and Gb the third quartile. This

halving process continues until, in every subgraph, the splitting values are the only two values remaining in

their subgraph. There are at most Θ(log n) iterations (Θ(log ℓ) if there are only ℓ different values).

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1 ii), and hence finishes the proof of the theorem. �
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3.2 Approximate and Exact Lp Regression, 1 < p < ∞

Various approximation algorithms for Lp isotonic regression have appeared, with [2, 9, 38] considering linear

dags and [22] considering arbitrary ones. Ones based on partitioning using the L1 algorithm appear in [35].

There the basic idea is that partitioning is correct for general Lp, 1 ≤ p < ∞, so binary L1 regression can

be used in a similar fashion as for general L1 regression. However, it is no longer true that the regression

values can always be chosen to be values of the original function. E.g., for a linear order of 2 vertices, with

unweighted values 1, 0, the unique Lp regression, 1 < p ≤ ∞ is 0.5, 0.5, while for L1 the regression values

can be α, α for any 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Thus arbitrary binary splitting of the function values does not always produce

the correct result when p 6= 1.

Instead one must split among the possible regression function values, not the original function values.

One important aspect is that for Lp the weights need to be adjusted. Before, when using splitting values a, b,
with no function values in (a, b), a function value f(v) ≤ a was temporarily changed to a, with the same

weight because it was proportional to the increase in error if the regression value at v was b instead of a. For

Lp, p > 1 the change in error is not just b − a. In [35] it is shown that using weights based on the derivative

of the error, w(v)(a − f(v))p−1, gives the correct partitioning and can be used iteratively, just as before.

Here by approximation to within δ means that the regression values are no more than δ away from their

value in an optimal isotonic regression. For 1 < p < ∞ there is only one optimal isotonic regression.

Rounding to a multiple of δ from the smallest function value, and splitting the range in half each time, gives

a suitable approximation.

Theorem 2 Let 1 < p < ∞. Given a dag G = (V,E), a weighted function (f,w) on V with inte-

gral weights in [0, U ], and δ > 0, once a violator dag Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) has been constructed, an isotonic

function within δ of the Lp isotonic regression can be found in O(F(n̂, m̂, nU) logK) time, where K =
(maxv∈V f(v)−minv∈V f(v)) /δ and where the implied constants in the O-notation depend on p. �

Using the BLLSSSW flow algorithm gives Õ(m̂) time, assuming that K grows no more than polynomially.

One can slightly improve the resulting regression by using the true Lp mean as the regression value for each

level set. Note that the function values can be arbitrary reals, not just integers, since the flow algorithm is

always solving a weighted {0, 1} problem.

Others have looked at approximation algorithms for all Lp as well. Kyng, Rao, and Sachdeva [22] give an

algorithm which produces an isotonic regression within an additive error of δ from optimal, where they used

total error, not vertex-wise. It’s moderately easy to adjust the δ in the above theorem to achieve their goal.

Their Monte Carlo algorithm isn’t based on an explicit violator dag, and takes Θ̃(m1.5 log2 n log(nU/δ)) time

to produce an appropriate approximation with probability at least 1− 1/n.

There is a more subtle way to do Lp partitioning, but in a restricted setting. For L1 isotonic regression

the values of each level set are a weighted median of the function values corresponding to the vertices in

the set. For Lp, finding splitting values that are guaranteed to separate the level sets is difficult since it isn’t

known how close these values can be to each other. However, for integer function values and weights one can

compute a δ such that no two level sets have values closer than δ. The details are in [35]. While the following

theorem only analyzes binary values for arbitrary p, for L2 the values can be arbitrary integers. For L2, one

can use δ = 1/[
∑

v∈V w(v)]2, and no two subsets with different weighted means (their optimal regression

value) can have weighted means closer than 4δ. In particular, no two function values can be closer than this.

To make the answer exact we have to be a bit more careful in partitioning. We always use values that are of

the form u+ iδ, where u is the smallest function value. Suppose there is a subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) where we

know the range of regression values will be in an interval [c, d]. To partition it we first choose x = (c+ d)/2,

rounded to the nearest multiple of δ. If there is no value on V ′ that is in (x, x+δ) then let the a for partitioning
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be x and b = x + δ. Otherwise, there is no function value in (x − δ, x), so let a = x − δ and b = δ. Now

there are no function values in (a, b), so the comments about partitioning at the start of Section 3.1 apply.

The following result essentially appeared in [35] but in terms of partitioning using the best L1 algorithm

known at that time. Using a violator graph and the BLLSSSW flow algorithm results in a slightly faster

algorithm. Once the level sets have been determined the final step is to compute their Lp mean, not just an

approximation to within δ, and use that as the regression value.

Corollary 3 For L2, if integral function values and weights are in [0, U ], then for dag G = (V,E) the exact

isotonic regression can be found in the time given in Theorem 2, where logK is replaced by log nU .

For Lp, 1 < p < ∞, the exact Lp isotonic regression can be found in the same time if function values are

in {0, 1} and integer weights are in [0, U ]. �

4 Multidimensional and Related Orderings

A very important partial ordering is given by points in d-dimensional space with coordinate-wise ordering.

Given points x = (x1, . . . , xd), y = (y1, . . . , yd), x 6= y, y dominates x iff xi ≤ yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Domination

is also known as multi-dimensional ordering. There is no requirement that the dimensions are the same, nor

even numeric, merely that each is linearly ordered. Many datasets involve such orderings, often with a large

number of vertices and occasionally with a significant number of dimensions.

The points may form a grid, which has nice properties such as the fact that the number of edges is linear

in the number of points (throughout we ignore constants that depend on d, such as the number of edges

emanating from a point in a grid, but will include factors such as logd n). For 2-dimensional grids an L2

isotonic regression algorithm, with no restrictions on values nor weights, appeared in [34], taking Θ(n2)
time. An unrestricted L1 algorithm, taking Θ(n log n) time, appeared in [35]. Both algorithms used a scan-

based dynamic programming approach, with the L1 algorithm also incorporating partitioning. By using trees

to aid in the scan these can be extended to arbitrary points in 2-dimensions, adding a log n factor [35].

Violator-based algorithms do not improve these algorithms because while the original order is specified

by a grid, a violator dag rarely would be. The L2 algorithm is slower than that for L1 because it can only

guarantee that at each step it partitions into a set of 1 vertex and everything else in the other even though it

scans through all vertices. However, in practice it is far faster than its worst case.

4.1 Steiner Vertices

Unfortunately the dynamic programming options in 2 dimensions do not extend to higher ones, so new ap-

proaches are needed. In [36] a concise violator dag is given for domination ordering. It incorporates Steiner

vertices, which are vertices not in the original graph. The coordinates in each dimension are converted to

integers, where if a dimension has x different values the coordinates are the integers in [0, x − 1]. They are

represented as bit strings of k bits, where k = ⌈lg x⌉. Steiner coordinates corresponding to strings of length

k are of the form ****, 0***, 1***, 00**, 01**, 10**, . . . 1110, 1111 (for k = 4). Given a vertex coordinate

q = q1 · · · qk and Steiner coordinate t = t1 · · · tk, q � t iff q = t or there is a j, 1 ≤ j < k such that q1= t1,

q2 = t2,. . . qj = tj , qj+1 = 0, tj+1 =*; and t � q iff q = t or there is a j, 1 ≤ j < k such that q1 = t1,

q2= t2,. . . qj= tj , qj+1=1, tj+1=*. For vertex coordinates q = q1 · · · qk and r = r1 · · · rk, if q ≺ r, q 6= r,

then there is a 0 ≤ j < k such that qi = ri for 1 ≤ j and qj+1 = 0, rj+1 = 1. Thus the Steiner coordinate

t = q1 · · · qj*· · · * is such that q ≺ t ≺ r, and if q = r then setting t = q gives q � t � r.

In the violator dag Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê), a Steiner vertex s is of the form (s1, . . . sd), where all the si have

Steiner coordinates and at least one has a *. Let S represent all Steiner vertices. Then V̂ = V ∪ S. Given

p = (p1, . . . , pd) ∈ V and s = (s1, . . . , sd) ∈ S, p ≺ s in Ĝ iff pi � si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d; and s ≺ p iff
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si � pi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Add a directed edge s → v to Ê iff v ≺ s, and v → s iff s ≺ v. There are no

edges with both endpoints in V or both in S. For p, q ∈ V , if p ≺ q as d-dimensional points (i.e., in the order

we are constructing a representation of) then for each dimension i let si be the unique Steiner index such that

pi � si � qi, and let s = (s1, . . . , sd). If p 6= q then there is at least one dimension i where pi 6= qi, and

hence si has at least one *, i.e., s is a Steiner point. Thus s is the unique Steiner point such that the edges

s → v and q → s are in Ê, and if p 6≺ q there is no path in Ĝ from q to p. The property that for all p, q ∈ V ,

p ≺ q iff there is a path no longer than 2 from q to p is known as a 2-transitive closure, and adding the Steiner

points makes it a Steiner 2-transitive closure. These have been studied for numerous reasons, see [4].

Any vertex has at most
∏d

i=1 ki ≤ ⌈lg n⌉d incoming and outgoing edges, hence the total number of edges

is O(n logd n), and there are no more than this many vertices that have at least one edge. In [36] it is shown

that this dag, eliminating any Steiner points with only 0 or 1 incident edges and any edges that were connected

to such Steiner points, can be created in Θ(n logd n) time, where the implied constants depend on d. In [36] it

is called a rendezvous graph, and it is also shown that one dimension can be simplified, reducing the number

of vertices, number of edges, and time to construct to Θ(n logd−1 n). This is called the reduced rendezvous

graph. While some have created the equivalent of the rendezvous graph for use as a 2-transitive closure

(see [4] for relevant examples and references), the reduced rendezvous graph is not 2-transitive and hasn’t

been used in this community.

A simple modification can create a violator dag [37]: add an extra dimension to the reduced rendezvous

graph, where the value in this dimension is the function value. Reversing the ordering of domination in this

dimension, or making the value the negative of the function value and keeping the same definition, turns it

into a violator dag. Flow algorithms put weight 0 on the Steiner points. Thus the time to construct the violator

dag is Θ(n logd n). Combined with Theorem 1 this gives:

Theorem 4 Given a set of n points in d-dimensional space, d ≥ 2, with coordinate-wise ordering and integer

weighted function (f,w) on the points, with function values and weights in [0, U ], an L1 monotonic regres-

sion can be found in O(F(n̂, n̂, nU) log n) time, where n̂ = n logd n. Using the GLP flow algorithm gives

Õ
(
n̂

3

2
−

1

328

)
time, where the implied constants are dependent on d. �

Since we assume d is fixed and n → ∞, Õ
(
n̂

3

2
−

1

328

)
is o(n1.5). For d > 2 and a weighted function the

fastest previous L1 algorithms took Θ(n2 logd n) time, and Θ(n1.5 logd+1 n) for unweighted functions [35].

Combining Theorems 4 and 2 gives

Corollary 5 Given a set of n points in d-dimensional space, d ≥ 2, with coordinate-wise ordering and

weighted function (f,w) on the points, given p ∈ (1,∞), and δ > 0, an isotonic regression within δ of the

Lp monotonic regression regression can be found in O(F(n̂, n̂, nU) logK) time, where n̂ = n logd n and

K = (maxv∈V f(v)−minv∈V f(v)) /δ and where the implied constants in the O-notation depend on p and

d. Using the GLP flow algorithm gives Õ
(
n̂

3

2
−

1

328 logK
)

time, where the implied constants are dependent on

p and d. �

For d = 2 dynamic programming approaches are known for L1 and L2, where for a 2-d grid a {0, 1}-

valued L1 regression can be found in Θ(n) time, and hence for arbitrary values L1 can be solved in Θ(n log n)
time [35]. For L2 the time of the dynamic programming algorithm in [34] is Θ(n2). Neither algorithm

involves violator graphs and each gives an exact result. Since on a 2-d grid the {0, 1}-valued L1 regression

can be determined in Θ(n) time, it can be used to replace the flow approach used in Corollary 3, giving the

result in Theorem 5.6 of [35], namely that if integral function values and weights are in [0, U ] then for a

2-dimensional grid of n vertices the exact L2 regression can be found in Θ(n logU) time, and for 2-d points

in general position can be found in Θ(n log n logU) time.

Thus for integer values and weights in [1, U ], if U grows at most polynomially in n then the L2 regression

on a grid can be found in O(n log n) time, and for 2-d points in arbitrary position in O(n log2 n) time.
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4.2 Orderings Given By Pairwise Comparisons

Some problems may not initially look like they can be framed as multi-dimensional vertices. For example,

suppose we collect estimates of the number of people within a range of income and age, for various ranges.

This is asking for estimates of the number of people in an axis-parallel (iso-oriented) rectangular region,

and the correct values are isotonic in that if one range contains another the former has at least as many

people as latter. A rectangle R with lower left coordinates (xr1, y
r
1) and upper right coordinates (xr2, y

r
2) is

contained in a rectangle S with coordinates (xs1, y
s
1) and (xs2, y

s
2) iff (xs1, y

s
1) � (xr1, y

r
1) and (xr2, y

r
2) �

(xs2, y
s
2). By reversing the ordering on two dimensions, this is just a 4-dimensional ordering, and the same

technique extends to axis-aligned boxes in arbitrary dimensions. Sets of axis-parallel boxes have been studied

in other settings, such as generating all intersecting pairs, but there don’t seem to be previous algorithms

which represent all violating pairs so concisely in a dag.

A slight variant of this does not seem to have such a simple multidimensional representation, but does have

the same special property that the vertices are objects of some form (such as the d-dimensional coordinates

above) and the ordering is given explicitly by direct comparisons of objects, rather than via a dag. For

example, one may have a collection of rectangles in arbitrary orientation, not necessarily all axis-parallel,

and want estimates of their area, where the ordering is still containment. While there isn’t a Steiner-based

representation to reduce the size of a violator dag (to the author’s knowledge), direct pairwise comparisons

allows one to create the transitive closure violator dag in Θ(n2) time, with the dag having at most
(n
2

)
edges.

By using the BLLSSSW algorithm the expected time for L0 and L1 isotonic regressions is Θ̃(n2), which

is better than the Θ(nω) time for general dags. Similar times can be obtained for approximate Lp isotonic

regression, 1 < p < ∞, and exact regressions under the constraints in Corollary 3. Previous algorithms for

L0 could trivially be modified to exploit the fact that the transitive closure of the violator dag was generated

this quickly, but they always deferred to a simple Θ(n3) flow algorithm so no overall benefit would have been

obtained [12, 30, 31].

Some examples with similar characteristics and algorithms (and orderings which are not just linear) are

vertices which are:

• strings over some alphabet where v ≺ w iff v is a substring of w

• strings where v ≺ w iff v is a subsequence of w

• general polyhedra in d-dimension space where the ordering is by containment

• subsets of a given set, with ordering by containment

• integers, where v ≺ w iff v evenly divides w

For some of these examples the time to do comparisons does not have a fixed bound and would need to be

incorporated in the time analysis.

5 Final Remarks

Isotonic regression is a useful non-parametric shape-constrained approach to problems where assumptions

such as linearity, logistic, or other parametric requirements are dubious. It has growing popularity in data

analysis and machine learning [7, 8, 10, 11, 15, 20, 23, 31, 39], but to scale to the future size of some of these

problems requires faster algorithms. This paper describes such algorithms without restricting to any specific

application.

Recent advances in maximum flow algorithms [6, 16], coupled with the standard approach for L0 isotonic

regression and L1 partitioning, gives faster algorithms for exact solutions for L0, L1, and L2 when the weights

9



L0

graph time reference here

d ≥ 2 arbitrary Θ (n3) [12, 30, 31] o(n1.5)

pairwise compare Θ (n3) [12, 30, 31] Õ(n2)

arbitrary Θ (n3) [12, 30, 31] Θ(min{nm, nω})

L1

graph time reference here

d ≥ 3 unweighted Θ
(
n1.5 logd+1 n

)
[35] o(n1.5)

d ≥ 3 arbitrary Θ
(
n2 logd n

)
[35] o(n1.5)

pairwise compare Θ (n3) [3] Õ(n2)

arbitrary Θ (nm+ n2 logn) [3] Θ(min{nm, nω})

L2

graph time reference here

d ≥ 3 arbitrary Θ
(
n2 log2d−1 n

)
[18] + [36] o(n1.5)

pairwise compare Θ (n3) [18] Õ(n2)

arbitrary Θ
(
nm log n2

m

)
[18] Θ(min{nm, nω})

Table 1: Previous fastest algorithms vs. algorithms introduced here

These previous algorithms are exact for real-valued weighted functions, while the ones introduced here are

exact but require initial values and weights to be integers that grow at most polynomially, or, more generally,

polynomial multiples of δ > 0, where 1/δ grows at most polynomially. Previous algorithms are worst-case

times, while here for pairwise compare and arbitrary dags the times are expected case with high probability.

“Pairwise compare” assumes each comparison takes constant time.
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are positive integers in [0, U ] (and for L2 the values are similarly constrained). For Lp, 1 < p < ∞, we give

algorithms for approximate 2 and exact 3 isotonic regressions, where the latter has severe restrictions on

the values. Table 1 summarizes the times of the algorithms developed here vs. the fastest ones published

previously among those that produce exact answers (to within machine round-off error) for real-valued input.

It does not include the approximation algorithms in Kyng, Rao, and Sachdeva [22] which are similar to ours

but slightly slower. For d-dimensional vertices theirs takes Θ̃(n1.5 log1.5(d+1)) time vs. the o(n1.5) here, and

for an arbitrary dag takes Ω(n3) vs. the Θ(nω) here. However, if m is a parameter then for general dags theirs

is Θ̃(m1.5), which is faster when m = o(nω/1.5).
One drawback of using a violator graph is that it may be that m̂ ≫ m, and without additional information

in the worst case m̂ = Θ(n2) no matter how small m is. Fortunately, for the very important class of d-

dimensional component-wise ordering there is a violator dag where m̂ = Θ̃(n) (Sec. 4). A similar drawback

is that the original dag may be unweighted, but determining the minimum flow on the violator dag (step 2 (b)

in Fig. 1) might involve flow graphs with edge capacities nearly nU (on the flow graph needed to convert a

satisfying flow to a minimum satisfying flow, which is the graph where the maximum flow algorithm is used).

When a violator dag is given the times are determined by the performance of the maximum flow algorithm,

so efficient implementations of these complex algorithms are needed. However, our time analyses are stated

in general terms, so whatever violator graph and flow algorithms are used, the time is given in terms of their

performance. This accommodates advances in flow algorithms, and already shows improvements in isotonic

regression algorithms using recent flow algorithms. Similarly, for a general dag the time for generating the

violator dag by determining the transitive closure and eliminating edges that don’t correspond to a violating

pair is given as Θ(min{nm,nω}). Usually this analysis is discussed in terms of the smallest known value of

ω, but here ω can be used to indicate the time of the algorithm actually used (such as ω ≈ 2.81 for Strassen’s

algorithm), not necessarily a value that requires a galactic algorithm.
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